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ABSTRACT In this paper, a direct synthesis approach is presented to realize high selectivity in-line topology
filters with adjacent frequency-variant couplings (FVCs). By considering the annihilation of frequency-
variant elements during admittance matrix transformation for the first time, this paper provides a determinis-
tic mechanism (no optimization is involved) that can generate FVCs between every two cascaded resonators.
In consequence, a high selectivity filtering response where N–1 transmission zeros are implemented and
independently controllable can be achieved for an Nth-order in-line network. As the foundation, a novel
matrix process is detailed to obtain two adjacent FVCs inside of a 4th-order in-line network. The Nth-order
prototype is then realized based on the process in an iterative manner. A synthesis example is illustrated in
terms of the proposed approach step by step to show validity. Eventually, a 6th-order in-line band-pass filter,
which contains adjacent FVCs in two pairs has been designed and fabricated via coaxial cavity structures.
The synthesis results, EM simulation results, and tested results are well matched with each other, which
reveals the effectiveness of the presented method during physical implementation.

INDEX TERMS Filter synthesis, frequency-variant coupling, couplingmatrix, transmission zero, microwave
filters.

I. INTRODUCTION
To meet the rising requirement of wireless communication
systems, high selectivity microwave filter with multiple
finite transmission zeros (TZs) is becoming a key com-
ponent in modern microwave front-end design. In recent
years, the employment of frequency-variant coupling (FVC)
has attracted attention in designing compact high selectiv-
ity filters. Compared with a traditional constant coupling
in [1]–[6], the combination of slope parameter (i.e., C) and
constant parameter (i.e., M ) makes an FVC (assumed as
C · � + M in the low-pass � domain) vanish at a spe-
cific frequency, which implies that extra TZs can be imple-
mented for a given filter network [7]–[15]. This particular
characteristic has been physically demonstrated by a number
of structures, such as suspended stripline [7], resonating
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of (a) in-line prototypes discussed in this work
(with adjacent frequency-variant couplings); (b) traditional cross-coupled
prototypes; and (c) traditional extracted-pole prototypes. Note that solid
line refers to traditional constant coupling, dashed line
refers to frequency variant capacitance (slope), and the combination

represents frequency-variant coupling in this work.

iris [8], [9], SIW [10], [11], coaxial cavity [12], [13], and
waveguide [14], [15].

Among plenty of efforts, the realization of in-line topol-
ogy filters that contain FVCs inside, as shown in Fig. 1(a),
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are the most interesting ones [7]–[9], [12], [13]. Instead
of applying auxiliary elements such as the cross-coupling
pathways (as shown in Fig. 1(b)) [1]–[3] nor non-resonating
nodes (as shown in Fig. 1(c)) [4]–[6], TZs here are separately
generated by the FVCs between direct-connected resonators,
thus showing great advantage in the configuration simplicity.
Moreover, the location of each TZ is inherently related to the
parameters (C , M ) of an FVC [16], which ensures the TZs
can be controlled in an independent manner.

On the other hand, synthesis technique for such in-line
filters is hardly considered so far. Up to now, it is noticed
that most previous designs are on the basis of optimiza-
tion [17]–[19]. Without a deterministic procedure, one still
cannot predict, via a decided in-line network, whether
required polynomial responses are realizable. To address this
problem, an early contribution on direct synthesis of the
mentioned filters is reported in [20]. By applying classical
matrix transformations, it is generally proved that a filter
containing FVCs is associated with a traditional filter (con-
taining only constant couplings) of the same order. Most
recently, an interim method is recommended in [21] and [22],
which is adequate to achieve N/2 finite TZs for an N th-order
in-line filter but cannot satisfy more general situations (where
a larger number of TZs is required and adjacent FVCs are
involved).

In this paper, an advanced direct approach for synthesizing
in-line topology filters containing adjacent FVCs is proposed.
In result, it is noted that as many asN - 1 TZs can be achieved
for an N th-order in-line filter (without source-load coupling,
this is themaximumTZ number available), which can accom-
modate most modern communication applications. Specifi-
cally, a novel matrix transformation process is introduced to
manipulate both mutual couplings and mutual capacitances
of a frequency-variant quadruplet. Involving two matrix rota-
tions (with respective rotation angles θ1 and θ2) and one
rescaling operation (with rescaling factor α), the presented
quadruplet is ingeniously reduced to an in-line network once
particular relations between the variables (i.e., θ1, α, and θ2)
are satisfied. In addition, as all the variables are correlated to
the initial coupling values in this work, the involved transfor-
mations can be described via a single matrix, which distinctly
reduces the number of matrix operations and the resulting
round-off errors.

In the following, basic admittance matrix transformations
are provided in Section II. Afterwards, novel direct synthesis
theory for the frequency-variant quadruplet and theN th-order
prototype is detailed in Section III. In Section IV, an 5th-order
low-pass prototype with 4 TZs is synthesized to illustrate
the effectiveness of the presented approach. Thereafter, we
demonstrate a 6th-order in-line band-pass filter containing
adjacent FVCs in two pairs by using coaxial cavity structures.
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. ADMITTANCE MATRIX TRANSFORMATION
In this paper, transformations are operated directly to the
admittance matrix of anN th-order low-pass prototype, where

FIGURE 2. Similarity rotation matrix [Rk ] (with rotation pivot [i , j ] and
rotation angle θ), which contains entries Rij = -Rji = -sinθ , Rii = Rjj =

cosθ , and Rnn = 1 (n = S, 1, . . . ,N ,L, n 6= i , j ).

FIGURE 3. Rescaling transformation matrix [Uk ], which contains diagonal
entries USS = ULL = 1 and respective rescaling parameters
Unn =

√
αn(n = 1, 2, . . . , N) for the nth resonator.

two basic manipulations, i.e., the similarity rotation and the
rescaling transformation, are involved.

Here we briefly recall the established N + 2 admit-
tance matrix [Y ] = [M ] + � [C] − j [G] of an N th-order
prototype [2], [3]. It is known that [M ] refers to the
frequency-invariant coupling matrix, while [C] describes all
the frequency-variant capacitances (slopes) of the prototype.
Note that, [C] is diagonal for prototypes with only con-
stant couplings [1]–[6], but changes into non-diagonal when
frequency-variant couplings are introduced [20]–[22]. Mean-
while, [G] is the conductance matrix with only two non-zero
entries GSS = GLL = 1, which reveals the terminal con-
ductances at source and load and remains unchanged during
matrix manipulations.

Combining [M ] and [C] as an entity, the similarity rotation
for [Y ] relies on a rotation matrix [R] (pivot assumed as [i, j],
shown in Fig. 2), which yields (for the kth rotation)

[Yk+1] = [Rk+1] [Yk ] [Rk+1]T

[Mk+1] = [Rk+1] [Mk ] [Rk+1]T , k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

[Ck+1] = [Rk+1] [Ck ] [Rk+1]T (1)

Note that, since non-diagonal entries may exist in the
matrix [Ck ] in this work, the manipulation in (1) affects both
frequency-invariant and frequency-variant coefficients of a
filter, which is the main difference with respect to traditional
filter synthesis techniques [1]–[3].

Moreover, the rescaling transformation manages capaci-
tances directly. As illustrated in Fig. 3, a rescaling matrix [U ]
is introduced which contains diagonal rescaling parame-
ters αn for the nth resonator, thus revealing the following
equations in (2).

[Yk+1] = [Uk+1] [Yk ] [Uk+1]T

[Ck+1] = [Uk+1] [Ck ] [Uk+1]T , k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

[Mk+1] = [Uk+1] [Mk ] [Uk+1]T (2)
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FIGURE 4. (a) Proposed frequency-variant quadruplet with one FVC
between resonator i - 1 and i . (b) Its separated frequency-variant part.
(c) Its separated frequency-invariant part.

FIGURE 5. Proposed transformation process for the frequency-variant
part (capacitances) of the quadruplet. (a) Initial topology; (b) topology
after similarity rotation with pivot [i, i + 1] and angle θ1; (c) topology after
rescaling at resonator i ; and (d) topology after similarity rotation with
pivot [i, i + 1] and angle θ2.

As a result, the varied entries of the nth row (or column) of
the transformed matrix (i.e., [Ck+1] and [Mk+1]) are calcu-
lated by

C ′nn = αnCnn, C ′nk = C ′kn =
√
αnCnk =

√
αnCkn

M ′nn = αnMnn, M ′nk = M ′kn =
√
αnMnk =

√
αnMkn (3)

III. SYNTHESIS THEORY
A. TRANSFORMATION PROCESS OF A
FREQUENCY-VARIANT QUADRUPLET
Specifically, a frequency-variant quadruplet which consists of
an in-line FVC and a traditional triplet structure, as Fig. 4(a)
depicts, is taken into consideration. Note that, the mutual
frequency-variant coupling exists initially between resonator
i-1 and i (i.e., Ci−1,i�+Mi−1,i), which is different and more
general with respect to [21] and [22].

To better demonstrate the process, the frequency-variant
quadruplet is separated into frequency-variant part (see
Fig. 4(b)) and frequency-invariant part (see Fig. 4(c)) in this
section. In order to obtain an in-line topology, both parts
should be properly managed at the same time during the
following transformations.

Firstly, a similarity rotation is carried out, with pivot
[i, i+1] and rotation angle θ1 (which represents the first rota-
tion angle of the manipulation sequence), for the frequency-
variant quadruplet. Assuming the rotation matrix as [R1],
it can be found in Fig. 5(b) that additional mutual capaci-
tances are obtained (e.g., between resonator i-1 and i + 1,
resonator i and i + 1) after the rotation. In terms of (1),
the respective capacitances are decided as

C ′i−1,i = cos θ1Ci−1,i, C ′i−1,i+1 = sin θ1Ci−1,i
C ′i,i+1 = sin θ1 cos θ1(Cii − Ci+1,i+1)

C ′ii = cos2 θ1Cii + sin2 θ1Ci+1,i+1
C ′i+1,i+1 = sin2 θ1Cii + cos2 θ1Ci+1,i+1 (4)

Additionally, the constant couplings are also affected,
which results in:

M ′i−1,i = cos θ1Mi−1,i, M ′i−1,i+1 = sin θ1Mi−1,i

M ′i,i+2 = cos θ1Mi,i+2 − sin θ1Mi+1,i+2,

M ′i+1,i+2 = sin θ1Mi,i+2 + cos θ1Mi+1,i+2

M ′ii = cos2 θ1Mii + sin2 θ1Mi+1,i+1 − 2 sin θ1 cos θ1
M ′i+1,i+1 = sin2 θ1Mii + cos2 θ1Mi+1,i+1 + 2 sin θ1 cos θ1

M ′i,i+1 = Mi,i+1(cos2 θ1 − sin2 θ1)

+ sin θ1 cos θ1(Mii −Mi+1,i+1) (5)

The obtained schematic of the frequency-invariant part is
provided in Fig. 6(b).

FIGURE 6. Proposed transformation process for the frequency-invariant
part (constant couplings) of the quadruplet. (a) Initial topology;
(b) topology after similarity rotation with pivot [i, i + 1] and angle θ1;
(c) topology after rescaling at resonator i ; and (d) topology after similarity
rotation with pivot [i, i + 1] and angle θ2.

Thereafter, a rescaling transformation, viz. [U1], is applied
for resonator i, with the rescaling parameter designated as αi.
By means of (2) and (3), the capacitance and constant cou-
pling parameters associated with resonator iwill be modified,
while the other parameters remain the same. Particularly,
the related capacitance parameters are determined as

C ′′ii = αiC
′
ii, C ′′i−1,i=

√
αiC ′i−1,i, C

′′

i,i+1=
√
αiC ′i,i+1

C ′′i+1,i+1 = C ′i+1,i+1, C ′′i−1,i+1 = C ′i−1,i+1 (6)

while the corresponding constant couplings become

M ′′i−1,i =
√
αiM ′i−1,i, M ′′i,i+1 =

√
αiM ′i,i+1,

M ′′i,i+2 =
√
αiM ′i,i+2

M ′′i−1,i+1 = M ′i−1,i+1, M ′′i+1,i+2 = M ′i+1,i+2
M ′′ii = αiM

′
ii, M ′′i+1,i+1 = M ′i+1,i+1 (7)

The decided network after rescaling is given in separate
parts, as provided in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 6(c).

Finally, one more similarity rotation matrix [R2] is applied,
with pivot [i, i + 1] again, to manipulate the frequency-
variant capacitances and the frequency-invariant couplings
of the quadruplet. Stipulating the rotation angle here as θ2,
the mutual capacitances C ′′′i−1,i+1 and C ′′′i,i+1 thus turn
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FIGURE 7. Initial frequency-variant quadruplet considered in this work.
(b) General topology after presented transformation process. (c) Ultimate
4th-order in-line prototype containing two adjacent FVCs.

out to be

C ′′′i−1,i+1 = sin θ2C ′′i−1,i + cos θ2C ′′i−1,i+1
C ′′′i,i+1 = C ′′i,i+1(cos

2 θ2 − sin2 θ2)

+ sin θ2 cos θ2(C ′′ii − C
′′

i+1,i+1) (8)

The corresponding frequency-variant part is illustrated
in Fig. 5(d). It can be known from (8) that the rotation here
does not introduce extra mutual capacitances but changes the
values of C ′′′i−1,i+1 and C

′′′

i,i+1.
On the other hand, the frequency-invariant part is also

varied where the new parametersM ′′′i,i+1,M
′′′

i−1,i+1, andM
′′′

i,i+2
become (as shown in Fig. 6(d))

M ′′′i,i+1 = M ′′i,i+1(cos
2 θ2 − sin2 θ2)

+ sin θ2 cos θ2(M ′′ii −M
′′

i+1,i+1)

M ′′′i−1,i+1 = sin θ2M ′′i−1,i + cos θ2M ′′i−1,i+1
M ′′′i,i+2 = cos θ2M ′′i,i+2 − sin θ2M ′′i+1,i+2 (9)

Based on abovemanipulations, the ultimate topology of the
proposed quadruplet is determined as Fig. 7(b) depicts. Note
that, as a general case, the determined quadruplet involves
more cross couplings and mutual capacitances. Specifically,
mutual couplingsM ′′′i−1,i+1,M

′′′

i,i+2, and mutual slopeC ′′′i−1,i+1
can finally be expressed using (4)-(9) as a function of θ1, αi,
and θ2 by:

C ′′′i−1,i+1 =
√
αi sin θ2 cos θ1Ci−1,i + cos θ2 sin θ1Ci−1,i

M ′′′i−1,i+1 =
√
αi sin θ2 cos θ1Mi−1,i + cos θ2 sin θ1Mi−1,i

M ′′′i,i+2 = cos θ2(
√
αi cos θ1Mi,i+2 −

√
αi sin θ1Mi+1,i+2)

− sin θ2(sin θ1Mi,i+2 + cos θ1Mi+1,i+2) (10)

We observe that the final desired in-line topology (shown
in Fig. 7(c)) is obtained by imposing the elements M ′′′i−1,i+1,
M ′′′i,i+2, and C

′′′

i−1,i+1 equal to zero. The achievement of this
goal is discussed in the next paragraph.

B. GENERATION OF A 4TH-ORDER IN-LINE TOPOLOGY
Imposing the elements in (10) equal to zero, we have three
equations with the unknown variables θ1, αi, and θ2. How-
ever, after inspecting the mentioned equations, it turns out

that the three variables are not independent with each other.
In particular, we can relate αi and θ1 as follows:

αi = − tan θ1
sin θ1Mi,i+2 + cos θ1Mi+1,i+2

cos θ1Mi,i+2 − sin θ1Mi+1,i+2
(11)

Then θ2 can be expressed as function of αi and θ1 by:

θ2 = tan−1(−
tan θ1
√
αi

) (12)

The equations (11) and (12) show that we can obtain the
desired condition (i.e., elements in (10) equal to zero) by
selecting an arbitrary value for θ1 and determining with (11)
and (12) the other unknowns. Note that, the chosen value of
θ1 must however ensure αi > 0 during manipulation.
Once the above three variables have been determined,

we can express the overall admittance matrix
[
Y ′′′
]
of

the in-line resulting topology with FVCs from initial
matrix [Y ] as: [

Y ′′′
]
= [T ] [Y ] [T ]T (13a)

where [T ] = [R2][U1][R1] is matrix of order N + 2 with the
following entries

Tii =
√
αi cos θ1 cos θ2 − sin θ1 sin θ2

Ti,i+1 = −
√
αi sin θ1 cos θ2 − cos θ1 sin θ2

Ti+1,i =
√
αi cos θ1 sin θ2 + sin θ1 cos θ2 = 0

Ti+1,i+1 = −
√
αi sin θ1 sin θ2 + cos θ1 cos θ2

Tnn = 1, n = 1, 2, . . . , i− 1, i+ 2, . . . ,N (13b)

With above discussions, a diagram which describes the
manipulation to obtain a 4th-order in-line topology is given
in Fig. 8.

FIGURE 8. Manipulation to obtain a 4th-order in-line topology from a
frequency-variant quadruplet in this work.

C. DETERMINATION OF AN NTH-ORDER
IN-LINE PROTOTYPE
The generation of an inline topology with adjacent FVCs
starts with the synthesis of the wheel canonical prototype [1]
of order N depicted in Fig. 9(a), which is assumed to exhibit
N - 1 TZs. Using the procedure outlined in [1], a new coupling
is added to the prototype, extracting one of the assigned TZ.
This coupling is then moved along the wheel by means of
suitable similarity rotations (the same used in [1]) until it
arrives between resonator 1 and 3, as Fig. 9(b) shows. In this
figure, we can identify (inside the dashed line) the same
quadruplet considered in Sec. III-B (despite that coupling S-1
is constant as a particular case of Fig. 4(a)), to which the
matrices manipulations previously illustrated in (13) can be
applied.
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FIGURE 9. Synthesis procedure for an N th-order in-line prototype with
N-1 adjacent FVCs. (a) Initial prototype in a wheel canonical topology;
(b) prototype containing a frequency-invariant quadruplet among source,
resonator 1, 2, and 3; (c) prototype containing an in-line FVC and a wheel
topology of N - 1 order; (d) prototype containing a frequency-variant
quadruplet among resonator 1, 2, 3, and 4 ; (e) prototype containing two
FVCs and a wheel topology of N - 2 order; (f) prototype containing
N - 2 FVCs and the last frequency-variant quadruplet; (g) in-line prototype
with different capacitance for each resonator; and (h) ultimate in-line
prototype with unitary capacitance for each resonator.

It is however noted that additional couplings appear in
this quadruplet, which do not exist in the one previously
considered (i.e. between load and resonator 1, load and res-
onator 2). Although these couplings are actually modified by
the applied manipulations, they do not affect the couplings
inside the quadruplet. In result, by applying (13a) to thewhole
prototype admittance matrix, the new topology is derived and
reported in Fig. 9(c), where an FVC has appeared between
resonator 1 and 2, while the coupling between load and
resonator 1 (coupling 1-L) disappears. The reason of coupling
1-L vanishing is that the new topology is constituted by
the FVC (extracting the originally selected zero) in cascade
with a reduced by one order wheel configuration. This latter
includes the remaining N - 2 TZs, which infers that the
coupling 1-L cannot be present (otherwise the number of TZ
is N - 1).
The above described operations represent the first step of

an iterative procedure, which proceeds as follows (i = 1 at
the beginning):

a) Extraction of one TZ from the wheel and moving the
generated coupling up to the position between res-
onator i and i+ 2, such as depicted in Fig. 9(d).

b) Transformation of the quadruplet with FVC (see
Fig. 9(d)) into the in-line block (see Fig. 9(e)) by
means of (13a) and (13b). The variables θ1,i, αi, and
θ2,i are determined through (11)-(12) for the ith FVC
generation.

c) Utilization of a) and b) iteratively until i = N - 1,
which results in the last quadruplet as Fig. 9(f) exhibits.
The prototype with an entire in-line topology is then
obtained (Fig. 9(g)) by applying once more the trans-
formation (13a). Note that the elements in the main
diagonal of [C] after this step are generally different

from one, and the resultant Ci,i+1 and Mi,i+1 of the ith
FVC will vary when different value of θ1,i is stipulated
during the iterative process.

d) To facilitate the physical implementation of the derived
in-line prototype, a final rescaling can be applied to
get all the diagonal capacitance unitary (Fig. 9(h)). The
rescaling matrix [Ufinal] is reported as:

[
Ufinal

]
=


1 0 0 . . . . . . 0
0
√
α1 0 . . . . . . 0

0 0
√
α2 0 . . . 0

. . . . . . 0 . . . . . . . . .

0 . . . . . . . . .
√
αN 0

0 0 0 . . . 0 1


N+2,N+2

,

(14)

with αi given by

αn =
1
Cnn

, n = 1, 2, . . . ,N (15)

Stipulating the capacitance of each resonator to be unitary,
the final values of Ci,i+1 and Mi,i+1 are fixed and not corre-
lated with θ1,i any more.

Additionally, it is declared that the TZs of the resultant
network are generated and controlled by each FVC indepen-
dently, without using any cross-coupled nor extracted-pole
structure. Considering the manipulation and annihilation of
FVCs for the first time, the number of TZs realizable for
an in-line network is distinctly increased in this work when
compared with previous ones.

D. DISCUSSION & COMPARISON WITH LITERATURE
It should be indicated that the proposed transformation is
also valid when the initial coupling between resonator i - 1
and i in Fig. 4(a) is constant (i.e., Ci−1,i = 0, which is the
particular case discussed in [22]). According to (10),C ′′′i−1,i+1
after manipulations is fixed to zero here, which does not affect
the variable determinations.

On the other hand, (11) and (12) also clarify the limitation
of previous method in the literature. Without a correlative
equation, i.e., (11), the value of θ1 in [21] and[22] is speci-
fied by annihilating Mi,i+1 during midterm transformations.
In result, the corresponding variable αi may turn out to be a
negative value, which thus prevents the further matrix manip-
ulations and in-line topology simplification.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
To show the effectiveness of the proposed theory, an illus-
trative fifth-order 26-dB return loss low-pass prototype with
quasi-canonical response (exhibiting four TZs) is provided
in this section. Particularly, the required TZs are located at
fz1 = −1.7j, fz2 = 1.5j, fz3 = 2j, and fz4 = 3j. According to
the proposed theory, a quadruplet among source and resonator
1, 2, 3 is firstly derived in Fig. 10(a), where the coupling
between resonator 1 and 3 now generates the TZ at fz1. After-
wards, the proposed transformation is applied (with θ1,1 =
−30◦, α1 = 0.2060, and θ2,1 = 51.8282◦ ), which derives
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FIGURE 10. Relevant prototypes and coupling coefficients of the
fifth-order example. (a) Network containing a quadruplet among source
and resonator 1, 2, 3 (capacitances: C11 = C22 = C33 = C44 = C55 = 1);
(b) network containing one FVC (capacitances: C11 = 0.6967, C22 =

0.5093, C33 = C44 = C55 = 1); (c) network containing two FVCs
(capacitances: C11 = 0.6967, C22 = 0.3952, C33 = 0.7703, C44 = C55 = 1);
(d) network containing three FVCs (capacitances: C11 = 0.6967, C22 =

0.3952, C33 = 1.0018, C44 = 1.4714, C55 = 1); (e) ultimate in-line network
with four adjacent FVCs (capacitances C11 = C22 = C33 = C44 = C55 = 1).

the first FVC between resonator 1 and 2 (generating fz1
at -1.7j), as shown in Fig. 10(b). Moreover, the rest sub-
network remains in a wheel-topology, which takes responsi-
bility of fz2, fz3, and fz4.
To obtain an in-line prototype for the whole network,

adjacent FVCs located between resonator 2 and 3 (gener-
ating fz2 at 1.5j), resonator 3 and 4 (generating fz3 at 2j),
and resonator 4 and 5 (generating fz4 at 3j) are determined
in Fig. 10(b), (c), and (d) successively by utilizing the itera-
tive procedure mentioned in this paper. The related variables
during transformations are given in Table 1. Note that, θ1,2,
θ1,3, and θ1,4 are manually selected to ensure positive α1,
α2, and α3 by (11). In addition, the particular entries of
transformation matrix in each step are calculated from (13b)
and listed in Table 2.

The ultimate in-line prototype after rescaling process is
introduced in Fig. 10(e), where the capacitances of all res-
onators are rescaled to unity. It is noticed that the appeared
FVC, e.g., coupling 1-2 in Fig. 10(b), 10(c) and 10(e), will
be changed during the transformations. However, one can
readily observe that the corresponding TZ by such FVC
is remained at -(-0.6558/-0.3858) = -(-0.5046/-0.2968) =
-(-0.9617/-0.5657) = -1.7j.

TABLE 1. Variables decided for the 5th-order example.

TABLE 2. Entries of transformation matrix in each step.

FIGURE 11. Synthesis S-parameters of the fifth-order example.

The corresponding S-parameters of the ultimate in-line
prototype perform the desired responses in Fig. 11, thus
validating the presented approach.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
For the experimental validation, a 6th-order in-line band-
pass filter is demonstrated and manufactured via coaxial
cavity structures in this section. To show the flexibility of
the presented approach, a filtering response with four TZs
is considered here. Specifically, the TZs are generated by
directed-coupled FVCs in two pairs: one pair is located
among resonator 1-2-3, while the other is among resonator 4-
5-6. Detailed requirements are provided as follows: center
frequency f0 = 1.7825 GHz, bandwidth BW = 85 MHz,
return loss 20-dB, and transmission zero locations: fz1 =
1.54 GHz, fz2 = 1.65 GHz, fz3 = 1.91 GHz, fz4 = 2.02 GHz.

Particularly, fz1 (or fz2) is generated by an FVC between
resonator 1 and 2 (or between resonator 2 and 3), while
fz3 (or fz4) is generated by an FVC between resonator 4 and 5
(or between resonator 5 and 6).

A. SYNTHESIS OF THE CORRESPONDING
LOW-PASS PROTOTYPE
In terms of frequency normalization process [23], the low-
pass prototype of this filter is firstly synthesized by using
direct approach proposed in this work. As starting point,
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FIGURE 12. Relevant prototypes and coupling coefficients of the
sixth-order in-line example. (a) Prototype containing a quadruplet among
source and resonator 1, 2, 3 (capacitances: C11 = C22 = C33 =

C44 = C55 = C66 = 1); (b) Prototype containing two FVCs (capacitances:
C11 = 1.1832, C22 = 0.9780, C33 = 0.7912, C44 = C55 = C66 = 1);
(c) ultimate prototype containing four FVCs (capacitances: C11 = C22 =

C33 = C44 = C55 = C66 = 1).

TABLE 3. Variables for 6th-order example.

FIGURE 13. Synthesis S-parameters of the sixth-order low-pass
prototype.

a quadruplet is derived in Fig. 12(a), where the rest
sub-network remains in a wheel-topology. Thereafter, two
adjacent FVCs are generated for realizing fz1 and fz2 respec-
tively (as shown in Fig. 12(b)), according to variables listed
at the first and second rows of Table 3. Within the same
principle, the other two FVCs are then determined succes-
sively to realize fz3 and fz4 by applying variables listed at the
third and fourth rows. The ultimate in-line topology is given
in Fig. 12(c), where all capacitances have been rescaled to
unity. Synthesis results of the derived low-pass prototype are
illustrated in Fig. 13, which perform the desired responses.

B. PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION
By applying frequency de-normalization detailed in [21],
Fig. 14 gives schematic diagram of the sixth-order in-line

FIGURE 14. Resonating frequencies and circuit couplings for the
sixth-order in-line topology filter in band-pass domain.

FIGURE 15. Realization of FVC by parallel-connected resonant structure.
(a) Circuit model; (b) EM model, where the diameter of metal disks dc
and height of metal rod hl are adjusted to obtain a required FVC value.

filter in the band-pass domain, where all the coupling values
as well as resonant frequencies are provided.

Specifically, direct-coupled FVCs, i.e., k12, k23, k45,
and k56, are described as

ki,i+1 = Ci,i+1

(
f
f0
−
f0
f

)
+ k0,i,i+1, i = 1, 2, 4, 5 (16)

which are related to the frequency parameter f . Note that,
a TZ is generated in the band-pass domain by each FVC at

fzi =
f0

2Ci,i+1

(
−k0,i,i+1 +

√(
k0,i,i+1

)2
+ 4C2

i,i+1

)
(17)

Moreover, all the frequency slopes Ci,i+1 are manipulated
to be negative in Fig. 14 (as in-line configuration is con-
cerned, this can be done simply by changing the sign of both
Ci,i+1 and Mi,i+1 if Ci,i+1 is positive [16]); it implies that
these variant couplings can be realized via the same kind of
physical structure during implementation. Additionally, it is
observed that Ci,i+1 and k0,i,i+1 of each variant coupling are
with the same sign symbol when the generated TZ is below f0,
while Ci,i+1 and k0,i,i+1 are in opposite sign symbols when
the TZ is above f0.
In accordance with the mechanism discussed in [22]

and [24], an FVC is practically implemented via parallel-
connected resonant structure as Fig. 15 illustrates, whose cou-
pling coefficient is represented as K . Note that, K is a mixed
coupling that incorporates both capacitive coupling (by the
metal disks) and inductive coupling (by the metal rod) as an
entity. The desired ki,i+1 of an FVC is thus approximately
realized under two requirements:

1) The resonant structure provides desired coupling value
at the center frequency, i.e., K = ki,i+1(f0);

2) The structure resonates at the desired TZ location,
i.e., fzi = 1

/√
LmCm for the ith variant coupling.
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FIGURE 16. (a) Top view schematic and (b) EM model of the sixth-order
coaxial cavity filter. The related dimensions are d1 = 12 mm, g = 2 mm,
w1 = 20 mm, and w2 = 16 mm. Diameters of metal disks for each FVC
(denoted as dashed box) are dc1 = 3.1 mm, dc2 = 3 mm, dc3 = 3 mm,
dc4 = 2.9 mm, while heights of metal rod for each FVC are hl1 = 6.9 mm,
hl2 = 7.7 mm, hl3 = 9.5 mm, hl4 = 10.1 mm.

To satisfy these requirements, the diameter of metal disks
dc and height of metal rod hl of a resonant structure are
properly combined during simulation, whose procedure has
been detailed in [22].
With above discussions, the sixth-order filter is then mod-

eled by using coaxial cavities as Fig. 16 depicts. Without
any cross-coupling, the resonators are placed in two rows
conveniently. Note that, each resonator is comprised by a
metal box (with dimensions 30 mm × 30 mm × 25 mm) as
well as a metal cylinder (with d1 = 12 mm in diameter and
h = 21 mm in height).

After some adjustment, the diameter of metal disks (rep-
resented as dc,i) and the height of metal rods (represented
as hl,i) to realize the ith FVC (denoted as F-v C in Fig. 16(a))
are selected as dc1 = 3.1 mm, hl1 = 6.9 mm,dc2 = 3 mm,
hl2 = 7.7 mm,dc2 = 3 mm, hl3 = 9.5 mm, and dc4 = 2.9 mm,
hl4 = 10.1mm.On the other hand, constant coupling between
resonator 3 and 4 is mainly determined by the width w2 of
the inductive window (see Fig. 16(a)), which is stipulated as
w2 = 16 mm in simulation. Additionally, the input and out-
put couplings are generated by tapped-in metal lines, whose
diameter is 1.2 mm and respective heights are hs =7.28 mm
and hl = 6.74 mm.

A photograph of the fabricated sixth-order in-line filter is
given in Fig. 17, occupying a total area of 67 mm× 99 mm×
29 mm.

The EM simulation (by HFSS) and measured results of the
sixth-order example are proposed in Fig. 18, both of which
show a desired center frequency at f0 = 1.7825 GHz and a
bandwidth of BW = 85 MHz. Moreover, S11 is found below

FIGURE 17. Photograph of the fabricated sixth-order in-line filter (with
top lid). Note that metal rods above the resonators and coupling
structures are implemented for the tuning.

FIGURE 18. EM simulation and measured results for the sixth-order
in-line coaxial resonator filter.

−20 dB (or−19 dB) within the whole passband in simulation
(ormeasurement), which satisfies the return loss requirement.
On the other hand, the TZs under simulation are located at
fz1 = 1.54 GHz, fz2 = 1.65 GHz, fz3 = 1.91 GHz, fz4 =
2.02 GHz, respectively, while those of the measured results
become fz1 = 1.56 GHz, fz2 = 1.66 GHz, fz3 = 1.91 GHz,
fz4 = 2 GHz, which are very close to the desired locations
and considered acceptable.

VI. CONCLUSION
A direct synthesis approach that can realize in-line topology
narrowband filters comprising adjacent frequency-variant
couplings is presented in this paper. Based on a general
and deterministic process to manipulate a frequency-variant
quadruplet, it has been shown that a maximum number of
N – 1 transmission zeros (this is the most number avail-
able without source-load coupling) is achievable for an N th-
order cascaded network, which shows distinct improvement
with regard to previous works. Generating each frequency-
variant coupling via a single transformation matrix, this
work also exhibits great benefit in the transformation
simplicity.
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